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ABSTRACT
Although healthcare quality and patient safety have longstanding international attention, the target of reducing diagnostic errors has only recently gained prominence, even though numerous patients, families and professional caregivers have suffered from diagnostic mishaps for a long time. Similarly, patients have always been involved in their own care to some extent, but only recently have patients sought more opportunities for engagement and participation in healthcare improvements. This paper brings two promising trends together, analysing strategies for patient involvement in reducing diagnostic errors in an individual’s own care, in improving the healthcare delivery system’s diagnostic safety, and in contributing to research and policy development on diagnosis-related issues.

INTRODUCTION
Patient involvement in healthcare decisions is increasingly and internationally recognised as important for matching care to patient preferences and for improving the safety and quality of care.1–6 While evidence demonstrates beneficial effects of patient involvement on various processes and outcomes of care,7–8 few studies have addressed patient-targeted interventions during diagnosis to reduce error.9–10 Since diagnosis sets the stage for treatment, this oversight seems unusual. Additionally, diagnostic errors (not getting the right diagnosis in a timely fashion) commonly occur with dire human and economic consequences.11–14 Not surprisingly, three in five Americans (63%) are very or extremely concerned about diagnostic errors.15 Diagnostic error is particularly salient in stories seen through patient and family members’ eyes.16–20

Based on disease-specific studies, causes of diagnostic misadventures include problems that patients could potentially mitigate under some circumstances, but certainly not all. For example, in a retrospective study of patients who experienced delayed diagnosis for colorectal cancer, about one-third experienced an average of 5.3 diagnostic process breakdowns, including missed appointments for diagnostic tests without apparent provider awareness.21 Among 587 patients diagnosed with lung cancer, patients with missed opportunities experienced a significantly longer median time to diagnosis than controls (132 vs 19 days, respectively; p<0.001).22 Patient non-adherence to physician recommendations was present in 44% of patients with missed opportunities for diagnosis.22

Patient involvement in improving diagnostic safety is conceivable at multiple levels: one’s own diagnostic processes and outcomes; the diagnostic delivery system; and research and policy related to diagnostic safety.23 This paper aims to synthesise background regarding patient involvement in the diagnostic process for each of these three levels, and suggests priorities for future efforts. To inform our synthesis, we reviewed international initiatives related to patient involvement in patient safety broadly, and conducted targeted literature searches in PubMed and PsychInfo using the basic logic: (‘patient involvement’ or ‘patient engagement’) and (‘patient safety’ or ‘diagnostic error’ or ‘diagnostic delay’) with variations to make the strategy more inclusive (eg, ‘involvement of patients’, ‘consumer’, ‘client’). We also drew substantially from five patient-centred sessions at the 2012 Diagnostic Errors in Medicine Conference that were designed to crystallise the experiences of patient and family representatives into lessons about
potential patient involvement to reduce diagnostic errors. Finally, drawing on this synthesis and considering the unique aspects of diagnosis relative to treatment, we propose a framework for research design to evaluate personal and sociological factors associated with more or less involvement by patients during the diagnostic stage of care.

**UNIQUE ASPECTS OF THE DIAGNOSTIC STAGE OF CARE**

Diagnosis is the trouble-shooting stage of care that arises in response to symptoms of a problem or routine screening, while treatment involves formulating and implementing the care plan, after problem identification. Although distinction between the diagnostic stage and treatment stage blurs in cases of empirical treatment, the medical profession (and society more broadly) uses the two categories—diagnosis and treatment—because they differ conceptually and practically.

Most literature about patient involvement focuses on treatment for those already diagnosed with a particular condition. What makes the diagnosis stage and the possibility of error different compared with the treatment stage? How are these differences active for patients and providers? What are the implications for applying and adapting current approaches to patient involvement? Based on evolving input from the diagnostic error community, we have developed an initial list of relatively unique qualities of the diagnostic stage relevant to patient involvement in error prevention:

- **Role of reasoning:** Those interested in diagnostic error have concentrated on understanding the reasoning process of the diagnostician (eg, Systems 1 and Systems 2 typology of intuitive vs deliberate thinking), and the potential failure points due to cognitive heuristics and biases. To the extent that patients are involved in diagnosis, they also could be prone to the same biases.

- **Avoidance of uncertainty:** People often feel distress under conditions of uncertainty, with anxiety decreasing after diagnosis. Knowledge asymmetries between patient and doctor foster collusion that the diagnosis is right once made, instead of just a working diagnosis.

- **Inadequate feedback dynamic:** Significant delays in seeing problems with diagnosis create challenges for a system of feedback and learning about breakdowns, especially for patients encountering numerous doctors and disconnected care sites during the diagnostic process.

- **Physician centrality and resultant deference by others:** Nurses, technicians, and others who ‘touch’ the patient may see signs of deterioration or patterns that are diagnostic, but they have been socialised and legally required to operate within ‘scope of practice’ which typically excludes diagnosis. Therefore, they may not easily speak up about problems with diagnosis. Patients may follow suit.

- **Patient inexperience with the diagnostic process:** While patients have expertise in their own experience of symptoms, they typically have minimal knowledge about their diagnostic journey to an unknown destination. The patient does not necessarily know what information is valuable for diagnosis, or when to be concerned that diagnosis is off track.

**THE ROLE OF THE PATIENT: IMPROVING THEIR OWN DIAGNOSIS**

**Barriers that patients face**

While each patient and situation has unique aspects, patients often find barriers to productive involvement in their diagnostic journey, in cases when involvement is feasible. A persistent challenge facing many patients is suboptimal communication with their physicians and, related to this, the ‘(im)balance of power’ between physicians and patients. Despite consensus about the importance of patient autonomy—and, in turn, the resulting efforts to enhance physician–patient communication, shared decision making, and patient-centred care—evidence suggests specific hurdles. In one recent qualitative study, focus groups of primary care patients described hierarchical relationships with physicians, characterised by less-than-candid conversations and information exchanges. Patients described physicians as ‘authoritarian’. Moreover, even though participants in this study had above average levels of education, and had often sought information from outside sources, either to verify or to make sense of the discussion with their doctor, they were still reluctant to ask questions during their visits for fear of ‘second guessing’ or being perceived as difficult or contrary by their physicians. In other instances, patients and their families may face too many choices without enough physician guidance or coordination.

Related to communication and coordination is the barrier of health literacy. While patient understanding can be improved with clearer communication by providers (using plain language and avoiding medical jargon), communication alone does not provide for a full understanding of medical complexities. Assimilation of medical information (eg, possible conditions; rationale for diagnostic tests; insurance considerations) is a daunting task for patients, yet it is essential for becoming an informed consumer.

Several Diagnostic Errors in Medicine conference sessions resulted in a list of common challenges experienced by patients and families during delayed, missed and erroneous diagnoses, whether in the hospital or over the course of numerous outpatient visits (box 1).

**What can patients do today to improve diagnosis?**

Consistent with the trend of patients being more proactive and involved in their own healthcare, becoming a more knowledgeable consumer may reduce the risk of diagnostic error. Patients may become more informed through second opinions or the internet, but the vastness of the internet also poses a risk for information overload, contradictory information, misinformation.
from unreliable/unverified sources, or misuse of the information to self-diagnose instead of seeking professional help. Using these resources is becoming easier with the recent availability of clinical diagnosis support systems\(^32\), these systems give patients access to validated diagnosis search algorithms that dramatically outperform non-specific ‘Google’-based searches.\(^34\) \(^35\)

Improving communication is another intervention target to improve diagnosis. New communication strategies focus on healthcare providers and patients/families. For example, the Speak Up programme, promoted by the Joint Commission, invites bidirectional discussion, welcomes questions, and empowers everyone involved in patient care to challenge assumptions or report questionable decisions without reprimand.\(^36\)

These efforts focus largely on reducing medical errors in managing and treating health problems, but some of the same principles can be applied to improving diagnosis. The Diagnostic Errors in Medicine conference participants expanded and embellished Graber’s strategies whereby the patient can assist the physician in reaching an accurate diagnosis (box 2)\(^37\). Among these, several communication-based recommendations—telling one’s story well, being a good historian, and keeping good records—have also been identified by experts who value the ‘patient history’ as a critical component of proper diagnosis.\(^34\) \(^38\)

### Box 1 Challenges experienced by patients and their families during the diagnostic journey

Patients and families sometimes:
- Fear complaining, being seen as difficult
- Feel powerless for many reasons (sick, scared, social status)
- Do not always take own problems seriously enough
- Are unsure about basics of the health system or involvement opportunities
- Have difficulty dealing with inexperienced doctors who are trying to appear experienced in the problem
- Are unsure how to get the ‘supervisor’ when issues are not resolved at frontline

Healthcare professionals sometimes:
- Dismiss patients’ complaints and knowledge
- Do not listen to concerns about serious symptoms or deteriorations
- Give psychiatric, alcoholic or drug abuse diagnoses incorrectly during undiagnosed phase

Health systems sometimes exhibit:
- Disjointed care: lack of coordination and teamwork
- Breakdown in communication
- Lack of information passed along to patient
- Test results not reviewed closely or followed up
- No disclosure or apology after diagnostic errors

Source: Synthesis generated by authors from the Diagnostic Errors in Medicine Conference\(^24\)

### Box 2 Patient/family tactics for preventing and detecting diagnostic errors

- Tell your story well (careful communication)
- Be a good historian (attention to timing detail)
- Be a good record keeper (attention to documentation)
- Be an informed consumer (awareness)
- Facilitate communication and coordination among different people involved in care
- Ensure test results are known
- Ensure follow-up (do not assume no news is good news)
- Encourage your doctors to think broadly
- Understand uncertainty in diagnosis (assume you have a ‘working diagnosis’ that may change)

Sources: Adapted in part from Graber,\(^37\) and synthesis generated by authors from the Diagnostic Errors in Medicine Conference\(^24\)

### Box 3 Questions to ask your provider to reduce diagnostic problems

- What are my primary concerns and symptoms?
- How confident are you about the diagnosis?
- What further tests might be helpful to improve your confidence?
- Will the tests you are proposing change the treatment plan?
- Are there findings/symptoms that do not fit your diagnosis?
- What else could it be?
- Can you facilitate a second opinion by providing me with my medical records?
- When should I expect to see my test results?
- What resources can you recommend for me to learn more about diagnosis?

Source: Graedon and Graedon\(^18\)

Informed Medical Decisions Foundation developed a worksheet for patients titled, ‘I wish I had asked that!’\(^39\). In addition, Graedon and Graedon offer a list of key questions that patients might pose to their providers in an effort to think more critically about potential diagnoses (box 3).\(^18\)

Other approaches for involving patients in healthcare decisions regarding treatment might also be applicable when patients first meet with their providers, seeking diagnosis. For example, educational training efforts to improve physician–patient communication often focus on the physician, but can materials be developed to help train patients to initiate questions and communicate more effectively? Can educators and advocacy groups develop simulation exercises—that is, immersive experiences that help familiarise patients and their families with the
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healthcare system? How can health coaches or patient facilitators help patients become engaged effectively in the diagnostic process?

Why should patients want to become part of the process?
To be sure, patient engagement in health-related decisions requires time and effort on the part of patients and family members.40 We have described it here as a potential path to reduce diagnostic errors, but patient involvement and enhanced physician–patient communication can potentially yield other benefits as well. For example, in a 2007 survey of more than 15,000 households, Hibbard and Cunningham found that ‘activated patients’ who were engaged in their health reported having fewer delays in seeking medical care.41 Two-way communication provides physicians with feedback and improves clinical reasoning,42 regardless of whether the patient provides confirmatory information (in support of the physician’s hypothesis) or contradictory information (that may require reconsidering the current hypothesis).

THE ROLE OF THE PATIENT: IMPROVING THE DIAGNOSTIC DELIVERY SYSTEM

Reporting diagnostic errors
Healthcare organisations use many different tools to discover patient safety problems, but the instruments currently in use are generally ineffective in capturing diagnostic errors.43 Patients can therefore play a critical role in bringing these to light by reporting diagnostic errors, stimulating the organisation to study these incidents and consider improvements.6 44 The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality is developing a new national reporting portal for all patients and caregivers. A Canadian study post paediatric hospital admission found that patients and their families are willing and able to report valid safety concerns, and that very few of these (less than 3% in this study) had been identified with feedback and improves clinical reasoning,42 regardless of whether the patient provides confirmatory information (in support of the physician’s hypothesis) or contradictory information (that may require reconsidering the current hypothesis).

Similarly, input from patients through surveys is now expected and required in most healthcare settings. A new opportunity for a patient to improve the safety of healthcare and avoid diagnostic errors is to help another patient. The wisdom of someone who has already experienced a medical error makes ‘patient advocate’ programmes invaluable to patients who have taken advantage of such services.53 These three pathways reflect the growing trend for healthcare providers to utilise the patient’s perspective and involvement to improve quality, safety, timeliness and value of their own healthcare delivery systems.

Acting as the safety net
An ideal healthcare system would excel at communication and care coordination. Although this remains the goal, failures in these two dimensions comprise the leading system-related causes of diagnostic error.54 By keeping copies of test results, discharge summaries, consultations and progress notes, and making these available to all of the physicians involved in the diagnostic process, patients and their families can effectively improve the diagnostic process by serving as the fail-safe backup for jobs that rightfully should be performed by their healthcare practices and organisations.26

THE ROLE OF THE PATIENT: IMPROVING RESEARCH AND POLICY REGARDING DIAGNOSTIC SAFETY

At a recent Diagnostic Errors in Medicine conference,24 15 patients, family members and their representatives participated throughout the meeting at the podium, presenting, asking questions, making comments and developing strategies for next steps for advocacy, research and policy. The participants included patients/family members with no organisational affiliations and those who run or participate in patient safety and research organisations. The group and others will continue to contribute their thinking to the emerging Society to Improve Diagnosis in Medicine (SIDM).55 With a growing emphasis on stakeholder participation (eg, US-based Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (http://www.pcori.org)), the research community is offering more opportunities for patient and family involvement. Although policymakers traditionally have valued active citizen involvement, they have more recently engaged patients and their representatives in healthcare improvement reforms and research.7 56–58

Targeting active relevant policy and research areas
Multiple national leverage points exist in diagnosis. Several contemporary initiatives illustrate the opportunity and challenge.
The ‘patient centred medical home’ (PCMH) is becoming a reality in many locations. What makes PCMH a policy imperative is the anticipation that emergency room utilisation will fall and hospital readmissions will decrease. However, patients often do not know how to optimally use their ‘medical home’, and do not take advantage of newer services like expanded office hours and telephone visits. As researchers evaluate PCMH, and policymakers set up incentives for this care approach, they are likely to benefit from input from patients about ways to maximise the likelihood for PCMH to be part of the solution to diagnostic errors.

Personal health records could improve the diagnostic process, and despite their great interest in these tools when interviewed, patients are adopting the technology slowly. The under-utilisation seems to reflect, as one of many issues, a classic illustration of limited early diffusion of innovation. Finally, the recently launched Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute offers an opportunity for patients to become personally involved in research directed specifically at problems of most interest to patients and their families. For example, what do we need to understand about the health system and doctors responses to different types of involvement and communication during diagnosis (eg, Boxes 2 and 3, and others from ‘The Take Charge Patient’ based on 200 interviews with patients, families and healthcare professionals)? How do we measure diagnostic error in a patient-centred way? What are the effects of malpractice policy on patient involvement in improving diagnosis?

PATIENT INVOLVEMENT AND DIAGNOSTIC SAFETY IN TANDEM: RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Studying patient involvement and diagnostic error requires research in four priority areas. First, we need a theory to guide diagnostic error prevention, with a primary focus on patient involvement in care, recognising informal caregiver involvement as well. The scope of such theory-based research includes defining terminology and hypothesised relationships such as those shown in figure 1. Patient involvement is in the middle of a causal sequence with some factors influencing patient involvement level, and then, in turn, patient involvement becoming the independent variable in predicting variation in diagnostic safety. Refining this initial theory would require qualitative, experimental and quantitative observational research and further theory building. Mounting evidence supports that social relationships and associations have a strong effect on health, and available conceptual models of important linkages from macro-social to psychological and biologic processes could be overlaid with the patient’s journey through the diagnostic process.

Second, we need research exploring factors encouraging and inhibiting patient involvement in diagnosis. What increases involvement and what decreases it? What exactly counts as involvement in the diagnostic search? Third, we envision projects testing whether more patient involvement leads to better diagnostic performance, and under what circumstances. Fourth, and critically, we need research that evaluates the effects of involvement on the endpoints of patient and economic outcomes, including unintended adverse effects (eg, unnecessary testing). While the diagram is highly stylised and simplified, its depiction of relationships among major research areas could enable iterative learning and application of previous findings on patient involvement in safety and quality improvement broadly. Further consideration of ways that diagnosis resembles or differs from other areas of medical practice is important in developing a strategy to study patient involvement in improving diagnostic safety.

Figure 1  Simplified schematic of priority research areas.
CONCLUSION
Diagnostic errors mete out a high cost to patients and their families, and to professional caregivers. We have proposed engaging healthcare consumers at three levels to improve diagnostic processes and decisions: a role in a patient’s own care to the extent feasible, a contribution of advising and providing feedback to the delivery system, and more globally, a crucial voice for informing policy and research agendas. Patients are now being encouraged to take a more proactive role in their own care and safety, and programmes such as the PCMH and personal health records give them the opportunity to do so. To the extent that patients want this involvement, the opportunity exists for developing patient-oriented strategies to reduce diagnostic errors, and improve the safety and quality of healthcare in general. Many efforts are underway to support consumer involvement in the healthcare arena (eg, the Society for Participatory Medicine, movements like ‘Let Patients Help’ and others) and others are directing their supportive suggestions to the diagnostic slice of medicine (eg, books written and organisations formed by those who have experienced diagnostic errors). Bringing attention to diagnostic safety and understanding its particular challenges to patient participation is new territory for some, but well trod by many others who have experienced problems and hope that the lessons they have learned will help other patients, the delivery system and policymakers. It is time for the research field to direct its attention to the intersection of diagnostic safety and patient involvement.
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